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Fibrodyslpasia Ossificans Progressiva (FOP) is an ultra-rare medical condition
that turns muscle, ligament and tissue into bone. Those born with it are referred
to as living statues, or ‘Tin Soldiers’.
A locally produced film of the same name was funded by NGO The Tin Soldiers
FOP Outreach NPC, produced by Blink Pictures and premiered at the Jozi Film
Festival in October 2019. Its message: To shine a light on FOP victims and their
hunt for a cure.
Globally: 900 diagnosed. Statistically: 4000 unfound.
The brief was simple: media exposure for the movie. But we knew it could be
much more.

STATEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY
The challenge: Create interest in a local movie about an ultra-rare condition with a tonguetwistingly complicated name, in a country where economic, societal and political issues dominate
the headlines. 17 known cases in SA. Who would cover it? What was the news value?
The opportunity: Create a massive emotional attachment to the small army of FOP patients,
parents, medical specialists and supporters who make up the astounding FOP global community.
“If one mother in a remote area of the world can watch the film and say
‘this is what my child has’, it will have been a victory.”
Dr Fred Kaplan, FOP research pioneer

Watch the trailer - https://vimeo.com/330307085

RESEARCH
To make Tin Soldiers change the world, we needed to understand the people who make up the
FOP community; to internalise the feelings associated with it: the stigma, isolation, celebration of
research, the urgency of finding a medical solution, the passion and authenticity around the search
for the undiagnosed.
We spoke to someone living with the disease: Thozamile Mciki, FOP warrior and disability activist.
We spoke to a South African FOP specialist:
Dr Christiaan Scott, Head Paediatric Rheumatology: Red Cross Children’s Hospital and UCT.
o Understanding his world in identifying and treating FOP
We interviewed the story-teller:
Odette Schwegler, former Carte Blanche journalist and founder of Blink Pictures.
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We went online:
o IFOPA and Rare Diseases SA websites: visual understanding, research, FAQs
o Dr Kaplan and overseas VIPs: profiling them to drive the campaign
o Blink Pictures website and movie trailer
o Jozi Film Festival website
o Media, Social Media: scanning coverage and engagement

Key insights

•

•
•

FOP is a potentially powerful gift to the human race because healthy bone is produced by
sufferers. It’s the key to a scientific formula that could change the lives of millions of
osteoporosis and bone sufferers forever.
Finding the undiagnosed meant talking about what the condition looks like; the harm
misdiagnosis and biopsies inflicts. And the urgency of finding, helping and supporting them.
This shifted our passion to drive this cause with everything we had.
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PLANNING
Our strategy had less to do with the movie, and everything to do with the message.
It was clear from our research that this was not simply about publicity around the world premiere
of a locally produced movie, or filling the cinema on the day. It wasn’t limited to film critics and
the movie industry. It was so much more. This was a special movie with a big picture view, and the
research had given us insights for planning our campaign.
So we documented our communications objectives:
1. REACH: Search for SA’s undiagnosed
Target audience
o A broad range of media: lifestyle, health, parenting, medical, current affairs, community to reach audiences of the same type
o This was a message to anyone we could reach
2. LIFT THE LID ON THE DISEASE: FOP education and awareness
Key messaging
o Identify the disease; find the undiagnosed
o FOP is genetic and non-contagious. Rich or poor, FOP has no ethnic or geographic
boundaries
o Uplift: global support is here, no matter how remote, or which continent you live in
o Clinical trials, funding and medical science is behind FOP because of the extreme
challenges of living with it; and because it holds the key to medical progress.
3. RELEVANCE AT HOME: Talk the South African human interest story
Spokespeople: we used an SA medical expert, local
producer, an FOP mother and two local FOP sufferers to
spread the message with heart. Appeal to emotions to spark
interest, engagement and conversation.

Guests passed around copies of The Star, published the day before the
film screening.
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Tailored media approach
o Identify key media influencers
o Content schedule with angles that drove conversation
Media channels
o Earned: Editorial content and interviews pitched at national, regional, community broadcast,
online and print
o Owned: Tin Soldiers (Facebook and Twitter)
o Shared: Social media posts by media and influencers

EXECUTION
First priority was to publicise the world premiere of Tin Soldiers at the Jozi Film Festival. This
involved getting media and influencers to attend, create conversation and amplify content on all
media platforms.
STEP 1: REACH - content and key message development
o We created the narrative around FOP
o Created the launch release and motivations
o Tailored content to suit the media audience
o Strategically chose platforms with broad reach into diverse audiences
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STEP 2: Education and awareness
The second and more important priority was to bring the key message of the film home by
soliciting a high-level of emotional attachment to the FOP global community.
o We set up a series of high-level media interviews, planned to land a week ahead of launch
o Engagements were timed around a six-day visit by international FOP experts to be able to draw
them into the interviews

STEP 3: Relevance
World Movie Premiere - 5h Oct
o We secured exclusive interviews a week before the premiere
o ByDesign strategically targeted a daily (The Star) in an exclusive interview to cover the message
behind the movie, the article was published on Friday – a day ahead of the premiere
o This was not to push tickets sales (2 cinema’s had already been sold out)
o It drove the relevance of the premiere as critical content
o Press conference was well attended
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STEP 4: Ongoing publicity
•
•
•
•

We secured regional print and broadcast coverage around the Knysna Film Festival
This included a half-hour radio interview with Cape Talk, print coverage with Independent
on Saturday, and strong community media coverage
Hollywood Independent Filmmakers selected the movie as a 2019 winner
The announcement release continued driving the quality of the movie and reasons to
watch it

EVALUATION
“The coverage supported our efforts in a massive way
during our engagement with Outreach Program
partners, stakeholders and potential sponsors.
The degree of media traction achieved for a ‘niche’
subject matter added great credibility to our work –
showing we mean business!”
Blink Pictures.
Extended value
“We are in ongoing discussions with a number of global
networks and distributors such as Netflix. The coverage
has certainly helped in those discussions. It helps to say
your story made it into all three major Sunday
newspapers including a front page – and that’s just the
tip of the iceberg.”

Achieving the 3 objectives:
REACH:
Search for South Africa’s undiagnosed
The potential reach across all the media generated was
in excess of 11 million viewers, listeners and readers
nationally.
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LIFT THE LID ON THE DISEASE: FOP education and awareness
We targeted TV and radio for “news of the day” impact

RELEVANCE AT HOME: Talk the South African human interest story
“The ‘buzz’ has led to many more leads than before and we believe, indirectly, to one more case.”

Return on investment
o PR spend: R 100 000
o While AVEs aren’t a ByDesign metric, they were requested by the NGO as feedback to US
funders
o Publicity: R 3-million+ generated in 4 weeks
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“I have worked on both sides of PR for over 20 years
(the majority as an investigative journalist).
I have pretty much always been underwhelmed by PR.
This experience is by far the great exception.
Thank you.”
Odette Schwegler, Tin Soldiers Director
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